







University of North Texas
OBJECTIVE
Describe the 
5 components of the 
video production 
workflow.








Many concepts and topics 
to support instruction
Workflow created for 
checkpoints
VIDEO CREATION PROCESS
PLAN RECORD EDIT SHARE MAINTAIN
PLAN
Step 1
WHAT STEPS DO YOU 

















Longer than 10 
mins
Audience could 




What would you like your viewers to 
learn by the end of the video?
o Verbs that are observable, measurable, 
and appropriate.
o Bloom’s Taxonomy to construct your 
learning objective.
o Point is not to use different verbs but 
instead use the most accurate verb
o Realistically you will have 1, max 2, 
learning objectives per video
STORYBOARD
Storyboarding is essentially an outline of your video. You can also think of it as a sketch 















Storyboard as an 
outline
Fill in the outline
• Script what you will say
• Think about 
accessibility





















◦ Free Editing Programs
◦ Word of caution: limited 
functionality, challenging to 




◦ Adobe Premiere Pro












REPLACE VIDEO BUT THE 
URL STAYS THE SAME
PROVIDE LINKS AND 
EMBED CODES SO YOU 






Creators will review 
videos to ensure videos 
are up to date
Decisions: keep, minor 
revisions, video redesign, 
or video removal is best
Up to date and relevant 
for viewers
SUMMARY
PLAN RECORD EDIT SHARE MAINTAIN
QUESTIONS
CONTACT 
ME
Meranda Roy
Meranda.roy@unt.edu
